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ABSTRACT 
Let G be an abelian group, S _ G be a finite set, and % denote the multiplicative group of complex units 
with the invariant arc metric [arg(a/b)l. We will show that for a mapping f :S  --+ ?? to be e-close on S 
to a character q9 : G --+ ~ it is enough that f be extendable toa mapping f :  (S u { 1 } u S-~)n _+ ~7, where 
n is big enough and f violates the homomorphy condition at most up to an arbitrary 8 < rain(e, rr/2). 
Moreover, n can be chosen uniformly, independently of G and both f and f ,  depending just on 8, 
and the number of elements of S. The proof is non-constructive, using the ultraproduct construction 
and Pontryagin duality, hence yielding no estimate on the actual size ofn. As one of the applications we 
show that, for a vector u 6 R q to be s-close to some vector from the dual lattice H* of a full rank integral 
point lattice H c zq, it is enough for the scalar product ux to be 8-close (with 8 < 1/3) to an integer for 
all vectors x E H satisfying Y~i ]xi[ <~ n, where n depends on 8, s and q only. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G, H be groups, the latter endowed with a (left) invariant metric p, and 
e > 0. A mapping f : S ~ H, where S _c G, is called a partial e-homomorphism 
if p( f (xy) ,  f (x ) f (y ) )  <~ e for all x ,y  6 S such that xy E S. If  S = G then f 
is called an e-homomorphism. If  f : S --+ H satisfies the homomorphy condition 
f (xy) = f (x ) f (y) whenever x, y, xy ~ S, then f is called a partial homomorphism. 
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Two mappings fl  : $1 --+ H, f2 : $2 ~ H, where $1,82 C G, are said to be e-close 
on a set S c $1 M $2 if p( f l  (x), fz(x)) ~< e for each x E S. 
Some conditions under which a (continuous) &homomorphism f :G  --+ H is 
e-close on G to a (continuous) homomorphism q9 :G --~ H were studied for example 
in [ 11,7,8,2,16]; cf. also the extensive reference lists in [ 10] and [ 18]. In the present 
paper we will examine the problem when a partial &homomorphism f :R  -+ 
from a finite subset R of an abelian group G to the multiplicative group of all 
complex units q~ with the angular metric Jarg(a/b) l is e-close to a homomorphism 
q) : G ~ % on a set S _ R. Alternatively, we will use terms like (partial) e-character 
and (partial) character. 
Not even all partial homomorphisms can be extended to homomorphisms. The 
necessary and sufficient condition can easily be stated: A partial homomorphism 
f 'S  --+ H, defined on a subset S of a group G extends to a homomorphism 
~0 : (S) --+ H if and only if, for any integer n > 0 and all xl . . . . .  xn ~ S, the equality 
xa-..xn = 1 in G implies the equality f (xa) . . ,  f(Xn) = 1 in H, or, equivalently, 
if f extends to a partial homomorphism (S)n -+ H for each n > 0, where (S)n = 
(S tO {1} U S-1) = and (S) = Une~(s)= is the subgroup of G generated by S. For G 
abelian and H = ~, this automatically implies the extendability of f to a character 
~0:G-+ ~7. 
As a finite set S _ G may contain elements of arbitrarily big order, there seems to 
be no reason for the existence of an integer n, depending just on the number #S of el- 
ements of S, such that the extendability of f : S --~ ~7 to a partial character (S)n --+ 
would guarantee its extendability to a character q):G-+ T for all G abelian, S 
and f .  Therefore it is perhaps urprising that the approximative version of this 
result is true: If 0 < g < ~ ~< zr/2, f : (S)n --+ qF is a g-character and n, depending 
just on g, e and #S, is big enough, then f is already e-close on S to a character 
q):G ~ qr. The proof, in spite of fairly elementary formulation of the theorem, 
uses relatively heavy machinery of ultraproducts and the Pontryagin-van Kampen 
duality. As a consequence, it is non-constructive and yields no actual estimate for n. 
In the last paragraph we present some applications to dual lattices of integral 
point lattices. One typical result (Corollary 5.5) reads as follows: If 0 < g < 1/3, 
e > 0 and 1 <~ q ~ N, then there exists an n ~ N, depending just on g, e and q, 
such that for every full rank integral point lattice H c Z q the following holds: if 
u E IRq is a vector such that for all x 6 H satisfying Y~ql [xi[ <. n the scalar product 
ux is &close to an integer, then u is already e-close to some vector from the dual 
lattice H*. Again, it is not clear how big the n actually has to be. 
We conclude with formulation of some open problems concerning the provability 
status of the above mentioned results within a more elementary framework. 
We start with two paragraphs of preparatory character restating some results by 
Kazhdan [11] and Gordon [5,6] in a form better suited for our purpose. 
2. KAZHDAN'S  THEOREM 
Recall that an amenable group G is a locally compact group, endowed with an 
invariant mean M, see, e.g., [14]. I.e., M : L~(G) --+ C is a (left) invariant positive 
linear functional, assigning the value 1 to the constant function 1 : G ~ C. 
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As shown in [11], i fG is an amenable group, H = U(X) is the group of all unitary 
operators on some Hilbert space X with the usual operator norm, and e < 1/200, 
then any (continuous) e-homomorphism f :G ~ H is 2e-close to a (continuous) 
homomorphism ~o:G --+ H. A more elementary proof, working for amenable G 
and finite dimensional compact Lie group H, can be found in [2]. In case H = 
77 = U(C) which is sufficient for our purpose, we give even a more elementary 
proof, under a considerably weaker estriction on e and a better estimation of the 
distance of both maps. For convenience sake, we will consider the arc or angular 
metric [arg(a/b)[ on 77, defined by means of the argument function arg which is 
a diffeomorphism of 77 \ {-1} onto the open interval (-Jr, Jr), and arg(-1) = Jr. 
The switch between the arc metric and the euclidean metric la - bl, inherited from 
the complex plane, is provided by the formula 
1 arga . [a -b l  = 2sin ~ 
Thus the results of Theorems 2.1 and 4.1 below can readily be restated for the latter, 
just changing the bound for e from zr/2 to ,,/2. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be an amenable locally compact group. I f  O < e < zr /2 then 
for every e-homomorphism f : G --+ 77 there exists a homomorphism q9 : G --+ T such 
that 
arg ~o(x) 
for each x ~ G. Moreover, if f is continuous then one can assume the same for qg. 
Proof. Let 0 < E < zr/2, and f : G -+ 77 be an e-homomorphism. Define ~o :G -+ qr 
by 
( [ / xt) l) 
~0(x) = f (x )exp iMt arg f (x ) f ( t ) [ J '  
where Mt denotes the invariant mean M on G with the argument regarded as 
a function of t. Thus we have 
f (x )  f (x ) f ( t )  ' 
as well as 
arg cp(x) 
for any x 6 G. Moreover, if f is continuous then, obviously, so is q~. Thus it remains 
to show that ~o is a group homomorphism. 
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Expressing the quotient f (xyt)/ f(x)f(y)f(t)  in two ways, we obtain 
f(xyt) f(xy) f(xyt) f(yt) 
f(xy)f(t) f (x)f(y) f(x)f(yt) f(y)f(t)  
for any x, y, t 6 G. As each of the above four quotients i  in absolute value ~< e < 
rr/2, the argument of the product on each side equals the sum of the arguments of 
the corresponding factors, yielding 
f (xyt) f(xy) f (xyt) f (yt) 
arg f(xy)f(t) + arg f(x)f(y) = arg f(x)f(yt) + arg f(y)f(t~" 
Applying the mean Mt to both sides, and using the substitution yt = s and the left 
invariance of M in the first right-hand side summand, we get 
f(xy)f(t) f(x)f(y) J
=Ms[arg f(xs) ]+Mt[arg f(yt) ] 
f (x) f (s) J f ( -~(t)  J" 
Taking the exponential of i times each side and realizing that the second left side 
term is independent of t, as well as the identities exp i(u + v) = exp iu exp iv, for 
u, v 6 ~, and exp(i arg z) = z, for z 6 qi', we obtain 
~o(xy) f(xy) qg(x) ~o(y) 
f(xy) f(x)f(y) f(x) f(y)'  
which is equivalent to the homomorphy condition ~o(xy) = ~o(x)q)(y). [] 
Remark. Originally we used the euclidean metric and our result, restated in terms 
of the arc metric, was equivalent to arg I~o(x)/f(x)l < 2e with e ~< rc/22. For the 
above improvement, aswell for its proof we are indebted to Prof. J.J. Duistermaat. 
As we have found out later on, a similar idea already occurred in the proofs 
of stability of the homomorphy equation for mappings from amenable groups 
and semigroups into the additive group C by Szrkelyhidi [17] and Forti [4], 
respectively,--cf, also Hyers and Rassias [10] and Szrkelyhidi [18]. As a conse- 
quence, the estimates in Sections 4 and 5, compared with the original version, have 
been considerably improved, as well. 
3. GORDON'S  THEOREM 
In a series of works culminating in [5,6], Gordon developed a nonstandard version 
of Pontryagin-van Kampen duality for certain quotients of subgroups ofhyperfinite 
abelian groups within an o)l-saturated nonstandard universe. We will actually need 
a special case of one of his results, only, formulated in terms of ultraproducts of 
abelian groups with respect to a nontrivial (hence countably incomplete) ultrafilter 
over the set N. On the other hand, we will slightly generalize this result from 
hyperfinite to all internal groups. This could be done just by an inspection of 
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Gordon's proof. However, to keep the paper (almost) self-contained and, at the same 
time, accessible to readers not acquainted with nonstandard analysis, we give the 
proof of that way generalized ultraproduct version of Gordon's theorem in which 
the nonstandard framework is reduced just to the O)l-saturation ofthe ultraproduct. 
For Pontryagin-van Kampen duality the reader is referred to [13] or [15] and for 
the ultraproduct onstruction, Lo~ theorem and transfer principle to [3] and [9]. 
Let D be a nontrivial ultrafilter on the set N. Given a sequence of groups (Gi)ieN, 
let us denote by 
G = I-I Gi/D 
itN 
the ultraproduct of the system (Gi) with respect to the ultrafilter D. Thus G is the 
quotient of the direct product l-Ii Gi with respect to the normal subgroup 
(xi) e I-IGi; {ieN; x i= l}•D}.  
i 
The coset of the sequence (Xi) in this quotient will be denoted by (xi)/D. 
Each sequence Si c_ Gi of subsets of the groups Gi gives rise to a subset S = 
(Si)/D of the group G, such that 
(xi)/D • S ¢:~ {i • N; Xi • Si} • D, 
for any (xi) • Ili Gi. Thus (Si)/D can naturally be identified with the ultraproduct 
I-Ii si/D. Subsets of G of this form are called internal. 
If H = Hi n i /D  is the ultraproduct of another system of groups (Hi)ieN with 
respect to the same ultrafilter D and fi : Gi ---+ Hi are arbitrary mappings then the 
formula 
f (x)  = (fi (xi))/D, 
for x = (xi)/D E G, defines an internal mapping f = ( f i ) /D:G --+ H. By Lo~ 
theorem, an internal mapping f = ( f i ) /D:G --+ H is a group homomorphism 
if and only if {i e N; f i e  Hom(Gi, Hi)} e D. IS it the case, then f is called an 
internal homomorphism. 
Let us stress that by far not all subsets X c G are internal; in particular, no infinite 
countable subset of G is. Similarly, there exist non-internal mappings and non- 
internal homomorphisms G --+ H, in genera !. On the other hand, every finite set 
F ___ G is internal. 
The system of all internal subsets of G is featured by the following property, 
called Wl-saturation. For the proof the reader is referred, e.g., to [1] or [9]. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G = HicN GilD be an ultraproduct of a system of groups Gi 
with respect to a nontrivial ultrafilter D on N, and ( Sn)neN be a system of nonempty 
internal subsets of G such that Sn+l c_ Snfor each n. Then An Sn ~ 0. 
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Let us denote by *"2 = 37r~/D = ]-[isI~ 37/D the ultrapower of the multiplicative 
group of complex units. Identifying each element a 6 37 with the coset (a)/D of the 
constant sequence ai = a, 37 becomes an elementary subgroup of its ultrapower *37. 
As 37 is compact, there is a retraction homomorphism o : ,37 ~ 37, called the 
standard part map, given by 
o (ai)/D = D- lima/, 
where D-lim denotes the limit with respect o the ultrafilter D. For points a = 
(ai)/D, b = (bi)/D in *37 we put 
a ~ b ~=~ °a : °b. 
In that case a and b are said to be infinitesimally close. It can easily be seen that 
the set mon(1) = {a 6 *37; a ~ 1}, called the monad of 1 6 *37, is a (non-internal) 
subgroup of *37 and 37 -~ *7/mon(1). 
Theorem 3.2. Let G = I-IieN Gi/D be an ultraproduct of a system of abelian 
groups Gi with respect o a nontrivial ultrafilter D on N, and X be a countable 
subgroup of G. Then for each character g : X --+ 37 there exists an internal character 
Y : G --+ *37 such that 
g(x) = °g(x), 
for each x ~ X. 
Proof. Let F /= Gi = Hom(Gi, ~I') denote the dual group of Gi, and 
I~ = 1--[ F,./D. 
i6N 
Thus the elements of F are exactly all the internal characters Y : G ---> *37, and 
(neglecting topology) F plays the role of the dual group of G within the "world of 
A 
internal objects". Similarly, X = Horn(X, 37) denotes the dual group of the discrete 
abelian group X. Thus ~" is a compact metrizable topological group. 
Consider the map @ : F -+ .Y given by 4~ (y) = o y I X, i.e., @ (y) (x) = ° y (x) for 
F ~ F, x ~ X. Obviously, @ is a group homomorphism. The proof will be complete 
once we show that @ is onto. To this end it is enough to prove that @[F] is both 
A 
closed and dense in X. 
A 
Let us recall that the canonical neighborhood basis of the unit element in X is 
formed by the sets 
X(F, Aa) = {g c X; g[F] c As], 
with F running over all finite subsets of X, and 0 < 6 < 2zr/3, where 
As = {c E 37; largcl ~ 6}. 
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Similarly, we put 
*A~ = A2/D = {c E *V; largcl <~ $}, 
where, for c = (ci)/D E *~, the last inequality means that {i 6 N; largci[ ~< 8} ¢ D. 
Let us fix some strictly decreasing sequence 3n --+ 0, 30 < 2zr/3, and a sequence 
of finite sets Fn ___ Fn+l such that X = [.J~ Fn. Then the sets .g(F,, Aa n) form 
a countable neighborhood basis of the unit element in X. Assume that (yk) is 
a sequence in F such that the sequence gk = °Yk F X E O[F] converges to a g E X. 
Then for each n there is an m e N such that gk ~ gX(Fn, A~ n) whenever k >~ m, 
i.e., Yk 6 ~-l[gX(Fn, Ash)], in particular, o - l [gX(Fn,  A~n)] ¢ 0. Similarly one 
can show that O-l[g~'(Fn, A~,+~)] ¢ 0. 
Put 
vn = {× e r ;  (w  e e g(x)*Aan) } 
= N r ;  Eg(x)*As.}. 
xcFn 
As the system of all internal sets is closed under finite boolean operations, the 
equality 
{y E F; g(x) E g(x)*As} = H Fi (Xi, g(x)A~)/D, 
i6N 
true for any x = (xi)/D E G, 3 > 0, where Fi(xi, A) = {Yi ~ Fi; yi(xi) e A} for 
A __c 7F, shows that each of the sets U, is internal. Let us prove the inclusion 
q)-l[gX(Fn, a3n+l) ] _____ gn. 
Any 9/from the set on the left satisfies °g(x) ~ g(x)A~n+l , for each x c Fn. Since 
3n+1 < 3n, this implies g(x) ~ g(x)*A~,,, i.e., y 6 Un. 
Thus (Un) is a sequence ofnonempty internal subsets of F. Since Un+l ___ Un is 
obvious, by corsaturation there is a y s Nn un. Then y(x) ~ g(x) for each x ~ X, 
hence g = oy [ X E O[F]. This shows that O[F] is closed in ~'. 
In order to prove that • [F] is dense in X, it suffices to show that it separates 
points in X. Take any x = (xi)/D 5 & 1 in X and choose a 3 6 (0, 2zr/3). Then there 
is a set J c D such that xi 7 ~ 1 for all i c J. For any i 6 J one can find a Yi 6 F/ 
such that yi(xi) ~ Aa. Let Yi : Gi ~ "r2 be the trivial character for i 6 N \ J. Then 
y = (yi)/D C I" and y(x) ~ *Aa, hence °g(x) ¢ 1. [] 
Remark. One can actually prove more than stated in Theorem 3.2. Indeed, the 
infinitesimal annihilator of X in F, i.e., 
X ± = F(X, mon(1)) = {y c F; (Vx ~ X)(y(x) ~ 1)}, 
is a subgroup of F, and all the internal sets S satisfying X ± ~ S ___ F form 
a neighborhood basis for a non-Hausdorff (unless X is finite), compact group 
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topology on F. Then F /X  ± endowed with the quotient opology already is 
a Hausdorff, compact opological group. Since, obviously, q~ is continuous and 
Ker~ = X ±, it induces a continuous 1-1 homomorphism 4; :F /X  ± ~ X of 
topological groups. 45 t is, in fact, a canonic isomorphism of the topological group 
F /X  ± onto the dual ~'. Details, as well as some more general results, can be found 
in [5] and [6]. 
4. APPROXIMATE EXTENSION OF PARTIAL e -CHARACTERS TO CHARACTERS 
Now, we are ready to prove the first of the couple of results announced at the 
beginning of our article. 
Theorem 4.1. Let 0 < 8 < e <. yr/2 and 1 <~ q c N. Then there exists a positive 
integer n ~ N (depending just on 8, e and q) such that for any abelian group G, 
a set S c G, satisfying #S <~ q, and a partial 8-character f "  (S)n -+ ~ there is 
a character ~o :G -+ q~ such that 
arg ~o(x) -~  < E, 
for each x e S. 
Proofi Assume the contrary and choose a 8, e and q witnessing it. Then there 
is a sequence Gi of abelian groups with subsets Si ~ Gi, #Si <~ q, and partial 
8-characters fi : (Si)i ~ 7Y, such that for each genuine character ~oi :Gi -+ 7~ there 
is an xi ~ Si subject o 
arg ~°i (Xi) ~ 8. 
Let D be any nontrivial ultrafilter on the set N and G = l--[icN Gi/D. Put 
Sik -~" (Si)k 
for i, k e N. Then Sik ~ Gi and SikSil C Sik÷l for any i, k, 1. Moreover 
#Sik ~dqk =#{(al  . . . . .  aq) czq;  lal] + ' "+ [aql ~k},  
which is a (finite) positive integer depending just on q and k. Let us denote 
X~ = 1-I Sik/D c_ G and X = L.J Xk- 
i ~N ken  
By transfer principle, Xk are symmetric subsets of G containing 1, XkX l ~ Xk÷l, 
and #Xk <<. dqk, as well. Thus X is a countable subgroup of G. 
The internal map f = (J~)/D is a partial 6-homomorphism with domain S = 
Hi Sii/O" For any k e N we have Si~ c Sii whenever k ~< i, hence Xk __ S as well as 
X c S. Thus o f  r X : X --+ ~I" is a 8-homomorphism. As the discrete abelian group 
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X is amenable, by Theorem 2.1 there is a homomorphism g: X --+ 72 such that 
a rg~ ~<3<e 
for x E X. By Gordon's Theorem 3.2, there is an internal character y = 
(? ' i ) /D:G -+ *72 such that g(x) = °)/(x) for each x ~ X. Hence 
y(x) 
arg f---~ <e. 
On the other hand, there is a set J 6 D such that yi : Gi --+ 72 is a character for 
each i E J. By the original assumption, there is an xi ~ Si such that 
Yi (Xi)  
arg ~ >~ e. 
Put  xi • 1 for i 6 N \ J. Then x = (x i ) /D E X1 C X and 
J c {i EN; larg(yi(x,)/fi(xi))l>.e}. 
Hence the last set is in D, too. Therefore, 
×(x) 
arg f - -~  ~>e. 
This contradiction proves the theorem. [] 
We denote by v(6, e,q)  the first integer n /> 1 satisfying the condition of 
Theorem 4.1 for 3, e and q. 
5. APPL ICAT ION TO DUALS OF INTEGRAL POINT  LATT ICES 
For any fixed q 6 N, the dual group Zq = Hom(Zq, qI') of zq is canonically iso- 
morphic to 72q; the action of an ot = (oel . . . . .  O~q) E 72q on •q is given by 
Xq 
X l--+ ~x ~ i?lll . . .  Otq , 
for x = (xl . . . . .  Xq) ~ zq. For any set X _ zq we denote by 
X'  = {or E 72q; (VX E X)@l  x = 1)} 
the annihilator of X in 'I[ "q , it is always a subgroup of qFq. If H is a subgroup of Z q, 
i.e., an integral point lattice in IRq, then, by the Pontryagin-van Kampen duality, 
there are canonic group isomorphisms iq--- 72q/H t and 2~q/H ~ H I. 
We also denote 
nl = {x E] l~q;  Ilxlll ~< 1} and Bc~ = {x E•q; Ilxll~ ~< 1}, 
the closed unit balls with respect to the £ 1-norm IIx Ill -- ~q-x  [xil, and with respect 
to the e~-norm Ilxll~ - maxi~<q Ixil on R q, respectively. The interior of any set 
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X c ]1~ q is denoted by X °. Similarly, 
A~ = {c ~ ~; largcl < 6} 
denotes the interior of  the arc A, in qr, and 
'~q(x, A) = {or ~ '~q; (¥x ~ X)(ot x ~ A)}, 
for any X ___ zq, A _ qi'. 
Theorem 5.1. Let 0 < 3 < e <~ ~r/3 and 1 <. q ~ N. Then there exists a positive 
integer m ~ N (depending just on 6, e and q) such that for  every integral point 
lattice H <~ Z q we have 
~q(H NmBÂ,As)  C H'  • (A2e)° q, 
i.e., for  each ~ ~ T q, satisfying ax~ Aa for  any x ~ H N mB1, there is a f l~  H t, 
such that [arg(aj/fij)] < 2e whenever 1<~ j <~ q. 
Proofi Let G = Zq/H,  sj = e j /H  E G, where ej is the unit vector in Z q with 1 in 
the j th  place and O's elsewhere, and s = (sl . . . . .  Sq). Then G is an abelian group 
generated by the set S = {Sl . . . . .  Sq}, #S <~ q, and the canonic projection 0 : zq -+ G 
sending ej to sj is given by 0(x) = xs = XlSl + . . .  -[-XqSq, for x = (x~ . . . . .  Xq) c zq. 
For any n 6 N we have 
(S)~ ={xs ;  x 6Z  q nnB1}. 
Keep n fixed and put 
Pa = r/-l[a] N 2nB1 = {x ~ Z q n 2nB1; xs = a}, 
for each a ~ {S)n. I f  x, y ~ Pa, then obviously x - y 6 H N 4nBl. 
Xq 
Let u=(oq  . . . . .  ~q) 6 ] 'q  be such that ot x=a~ 1. . .~q ~As ,  for any x---  
(x1 . . . . .  Xq ) ~ H N 4n B1; in other words, ~ c •q ( H N 4riB1, A~ ). Then ot x-y ~ A~, 
whenever x, y ~ Pa for some a c (S)n. Since 6 < lr/3 < 2n'/3, the set {~x; x E Pa} 
is contained within the arc {c 6 %; larg(c/ca)[ <<. 6/2} for some Ca E %. Any such 
a choice a ~-+ Ca gives rise to a function f : {S)n --+ ~ such that 
1 
larg(f(a)~-x)] ~< ~6, 
for any a c (S)n, x ~ Pa. In particular, larg(f(sj)/oQ)l ~< 3/2, for j ~< q. We will 
show that f is a partial 36-character (with respect o the arc metric on %). 
Take any a, b 6 (S)n, such that a + b ~ (S}n. Then a = xs, b = ys, a + b = (x + y)s 
for some x ~ Pa N riB1, y ~ Pb N nB1 and x + y ~ 2nB1. Therefore, x + y ~ Pa+b, 
and 
f (a ) f (b ) f (a  + b) -1 = f (a)ot-Xf(b)ot-yotx+yf(a + b) -1. 
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Hence, 
[arg( f (a) f (b ) / f  (a + b)) l <<. 38. 
2 
I f  36/2 < 3e/2 ~< re/2, i.e., 8 < e ~< zr/3, and n = v(36/2, 3e/2, q) then, by 
Theorem 4.1, there is a character q9 : G --+ T such that larg(f(sj)/q)(sj))l < 3e/2 
for any j ~< q. Putting flj = ~o(sj) we obtain a 13 = (ill . . . . .  /~q) 6 H t such that 
l arg(otj/flj)t < 2e for each j .  Thus it suffices to put m = 4n. [] 
We denote by /z(6, e, q) the first integer m ~> 1 satisfying the condition of  
Theorem 5.1 for 8, e and q. As it follows from the proof, for any admitted 
parameters 6, e and q we have the estimation 
iz(6, e,q) <<.4v(36, 3e q )  
2 ' " 
The last theorem can be strengthened in the following way: allowing m to grow, 
e can be made arbitrarily small. Before giving the precise formulation, let us record 
a technical lemma. Recall that a body in ~q is a nonempty bounded connected set 
B c ~q which is the closure of  its interior. Each symmetric onvex body B ___ Rq 
determines the norm IlxllB = inf{)~ s IR; )~ >/0, x 6 ),B} on Rq; then B = {x 6 Rq; 
tlxllB ~< 1} coincides with the closed unit ball with respect to this norm (see, 
e.g., [12]). 
Lemma 5.2. Let 0 < 6 < 27r/3 and q, k be positive integers. Then for every integral 
point lattice H <<. Z q and any symmetric onvex body B ~ I[~ q we have 
~q(H N kB, As) C_ "I~q(H N B, As~k). 
Proof. Let ot ~ ~q ( H O k B , As) and x E H n B. Denote c = ot x . Then x, 2x . . . . .  kx c 
H n kB, hence c, c 2 . . . . .  c k ~ As. As 8 < 2yr/3, this is possible only i fc  6 Aa/k. [] 
Theorem 5.3. Let 0 < 8 < 2rc/3, e > 0 and 1 <<. q E N. Then there exists a positive 
integer n c N (depending just on 8, e and q)such that for every integral point lattice 
H <~ zq we have 
72q(H NnB1,As)  C H' • (Ae)° q , 
i.e., for each ot ~ qFq, satisfying ot x E As for any x c H N n B1, there is a fl E H I, 
such that [arg(aj/fij)l < e whenever 1 <<, j <~ q. 
Proof. Without loss of  generality we can assume that e <~ 2zr/3. Let k be the 
smallest positive integer such that 6/k < e/2 <~ zr/3. Put m = lz(6/k, e/2, q) and 
n ~ktn .  
Let ot 6 •q(H N nB1, As). Then B = roB1 is a symmetric onvex body in ~q and 
kB = nB1, hence ot E •q(H n mBl,  As~k) by Lemma 5.2. By Theorem 5.1 and the 
cho iceofkandm,  there isa f l cHtsuchthat la rg(~j / f l j ) [<efor t<~j<~q.  [] 
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The first integer n/> 1 satisfying the condition of Theorem 5.3 for 8, e and q will 
be denoted by N(& E, q). 
Remark. I fn  were allowed to depend not just on 3, e and q but also on H, then 
Theorem 5.3, weakened in this way, would be an almost direct consequence of the 
Pontryagin-van Kampen duality. One could even prove the following more general 
result (the just mentioned weakening of Theorem 5.3 would be then a special case 
for the discrete group G = Z q and Sn = Z q f') nB1): 
A 
Let G be a g-compact LCA group and G be its dual group. Assume that 
Sn ~ Sn+l is a sequence of symmetric compact neighborhoods of the unit element 
1 E G, such that G = U~eI~ Sn, and H is a closed subgroup of G. Then for any 
8 c (0, 27r/3), e > 0, there is apositive integer n E N such that 
G(H (3 Sn, A~) C Hr. G(S1, A~), 
where G(S, A) = {~p 6 G; ~p[S] c A}, for S c_ G, A c qP, and H' = G(H, 1) is the 
annihilator of H in G. 
Indeed, from the Pontryagin-van Kampen duality we have the canonic isomor- 
phism of topological groups G/H' ~- H, induced by the restriction map G --+ H, 
ot ~ o~ F H, which is a surjective continuous homomorphism with kernel H'. For 
any fixed 3 ~ (0, 2rr/3), the sets 
H(H M Sn, AS) = {or I H; ~ E G(H M Sn, Aa)} 
form a neighborhood basis of the unit element 1 E/7. The set G(S1, A~)/H' is 
a neighborhood of 1 ~ G/H'. Thus there is an n such that the preimage of the 
neighborhood H(H n Sn, A~) under the canonic isomorphism G/H' ~- H is a subset 
of G(Sa, A~)/H'. Lifting these sets up to G along the restriction map G --+ 3 and 
the canonic projection G -+ G/H', respectively, we get the desired inclusion. 
For any set X __ •q, let us denote 
X + = {y ~ ]~q; (Vx E X)(xy E Z)} 
its integral annihilator, where xy = xlyl + ... + Xqyq is the usual scalar product 
in Rq. If H is a subgroup of zq, i.e., an integral point lattice in Rq, then 
Z q = (zq) + c H +, and the dual group of the quotient •q/H is isomorphic to 
H t -~ H+/Z q. With this in mind, changing the scale from 2zr to 1, and introducing 
the notation 
X (~) = {y c ][~q; (Vx E X)(3£ E Z)(Ixy - cl ~< 8)}, 
for X _ R q, 8 > 0, one can readily translate Theorem 5.3 into the language of 
integral annihilators of integral point lattices. 
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Corollary 5.4. Let 0 < 8 < 1/3, e > 0 and 1 <. q e N. Then for each n >~ N (8, s, q) 
and every integral point lattice H <. Z q we have 
(H nnB1)  (a) c_ H + +eBb,  
i.e.,for each u ~ (H n nB1) (~) there is a v e H + such that Ilu - vll~ < e. 
I f  [H] denotes the linear span of a point lattice H in ~;~q, then 
H* = H + N [H] 
is the dual (or polar) lattice of H (see, e.g., [12]). I f  [H] = R q, i.e., if H is a full 
rank point lattice in Rq, then, of  course, H* = H +. I f  additionally H _c zq, then 
Corollary 5.4, with the same lower bound for n, is true when replacing H + by the 
dual lattice H*. 
Corollary 5.5. Let 0 < 8 < t/3, e > 0 and 1 ~ q ~ N. Then for each n >1 N (8, e, q) 
and every full rank integral point lattice H <~ zq we have 
(H n nB1) (~) c_ H* + eBb,  
i.e.,for each u ~ (H n nB1) (~) there is a v e H* such that [[u - vl[~ < e. 
Moreover, realizing that for any symmetric onvex bodies K1, K2 __ R q there are 
constants )~1, )~2 > 0 (depending just on KI, K2, respectively) such that B1 __ )~1 K1 
and B~ ___ )~2K2, we get the following result. 
Corol lary 5.6. Let 0 < 8 < 1/3, e > 0 and 1 <~ q e N. Then for any symmetric 
convex bodies K1, K2 c_ ]I~q there exists a positive integer m e N (depending just on 
8, e, q and Ki, K2) such that for every integral point lattice H c zq we have 
(H N inK1) (a) c__ H + + sK~, 
i.e., .for each u ~ (H N mK1) (~) there is a v e H + such that [[u - v [[K2 < e. 
Proof. Indeed, with n = N(8, 8/~.2, q) we have 
e o H + eK~.  (H Nn)~lK1)(a) C_ (H GnB1)(a) C H+ + ~22B~ C_ + 
Thus it suffices to take any m ~> n)~l. [] 
In the full rank case, one can replace the integral annihilator H + by the dual 
lattice H*, again. 
Final remark .  It would be interesting if somebody could prove either Theorem 4.1 
or any of  the results of  Section 5 in a more constructive way, avoiding the 
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assumption of  existence of  nontrivial  ultrafilters on i~, as well as any higher choice 
related axioms of  set theory. E,g., one could try to prove either Theorem 4.1 
or Theorem 5.1 by induct ion on q. Furthermore, restricting the values of  
and e to some sequences of  the form ~ = 1/ak, ek = 1/bk, where ak > 3, 
b~ > 0 are some fixed strictly increasing primitive recursive sequences of  integers, 
Corol lary 5.5 can relatively easily be re-formulated within the language of  Peano 
arithmetic (PA). Thus it is natural to ask the fol lowing question: Is (this modif icat ion 
of) Corol lary 5.5 provable in PA? A closely related question can be stated as follows: 
Let W(k) denote the first n >/1 satisfying the conclusion of  Corol lary 5.5 for, say, 
= 1/(k + 4), e = 1/(k + 1), q = k + 1. Is the function W : 1~ -+ 1~ (primitive) 
recursive? 
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